Intermodal service offerings are more complex than ever but TMW can help tame them. Manage your drayage operations, single and multi-container moves, full container and less-than-container load (LCL) freight. Our multi-mode capabilities extend to de-stuff facilities, with integration to linehaul, LTL or warehousing solutions. Get traceability at the container right down to the order, pallet or piece level. For intermodal marketing companies, we also handle rail billing and rate sheets.

**Manage** your complex intermodal business operations with comprehensive transportation management software from TMW Systems. Track imports, exports and domestic orders—from prenote to empty and loaded movements—all the way to billing. Identify street turn opportunities. Integrate quickly with systems and data that drive execution efficiencies.

**Per Diem Management**—Avoid per diem charges with last free day visibility and automated email alerts to keep containers moving and customers up-to-date. Per diem contract support makes it easy to calculate and pass on charges specific to steamship lines, railroad, IMC companies and their customers.

**Container Depot System**—Manage container storage for customers with TMW software at the gatehouse. In-Gate/Out-Gate, verify containers as they enter or leave and maintain a full audit trail. Rate storage contracts automatically—including accessorials, to simplify billing. Common system for billing and accounting with drayage operations provides 360-degree visibility to trip and equipment status.

**Real Time Business Intelligence**
Optional dashboard and visibility tools help you monitor critical elements like:

- Revenue
- Operational Efficiency
- Profitability by Driver
- Empty Miles
- Profitability by Customer
- Detention Management

Visualize and track activities in Dispatch, Billing, Customer Service or Accounting for pro-active problem management. Set automatic email alerts about negative trends for key personnel.

**FEATURES THAT STREAMLINE YOUR Intermodal Operations**
1. Order and Data Import/Export
2. Check Digit Calculation
3. Dates and Trace Numbers
4. Multiple Container Management
5. Equipment Availability Tracking
6. Chassis Pickup/Terminations
7. Chassis Billing
8. EDI
9. De-Stuff/Unload at Terminal
10. Rating
11. Extra Charge Bills

**Basic Transportation Management Functionality**
Intermodal features join workflows for LTL, TL and more to help you move freight on time and on budget, profitably. Because multiple modes are just how you do business today.

- Carrier Payables
- Dispatch
- Accounting
- Billing
- Customer Service
- Auto Rating
- Driver Settlement
- Management Reports
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Dispatch—Features like easy trip creation, multiple-leg planning, empty mileage tracking and visual mapping. Plan efficient outbound loads, know the current status of all drivers, trucks and trailers

Auto Rating—Multiple rating structures are supported for automatic calculations in sales, customer service or billing, improving accuracy and consistency

Customer Service—Record tracking numbers, bills of lading, P/O and customs information; add notes for drivers; mileage look-ups; add new zones, shippers and consignees on the fly

Accounting—Integrated financials for simpler businesses or integration with external accounting systems assures efficiency and accuracy, while reducing errors from duplicate data entry

Driver Payables—Pay your drivers accurately and on-time with rule-based processes that automate calculations and settlements while tracking payables as part of load costs in real time

Carrier Payables—Accurately create carrier accruals and process carrier expenses to match easily against invoices, reducing duplicate payments

Billing—Easy-to-use billing engine handles single order bills, master billing and user-defined, consolidated rating; process multiple bill-to transactions for a single invoice and supplementary billing for automated accessorials, such as detention. Invoice via paper, fax, email or EDI

Management Reports—Hundreds of flexible report templates simplify information gathering and analysis for better visibility and control

EDI: Simplify ordering and billing with your trading partners

Web Portals: Let customers enter loads, track shipments and obtain rate quotes 24/7 or your outside carriers update their trip status

Document Management: Scan, store, send and manage all order documents, invoices, BOLs, permits and more with optional imaging systems

Mobile Communication and Vehicle tracking: In-cab, form-based driver communications; TMW interfaces with Omnitracs®, PeopleNet® and others for vehicle tracking and driver messaging

ACE and ACI for Border Crossings: U.S. Customs and Border Protection land-port crossings are easier with ACE e-manifest filing. Comply with Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) reporting using our Advance Commercial Information (ACI) module

Safety and Compliance: Manage incident reporting—from accident through to resolution—and control liability by tracking required tests for equipment and drivers, and compliance with company programs and incentives

HR Recruitment: Automate driver recruiting management to reduce your recruitment costs and find the right drivers for your company

ContainerSeek: ContainerSeek, powered by Profit Tools®, puts rail and terminal shipment tracking data from multiple websites together, offering current transit and release status updates with ETAs, pickup numbers, LFDs, chassis and lot locations, hold statuses and more

Accounting—Integrated financials for simpler businesses or integration with external accounting systems assures efficiency and accuracy, while reducing errors from duplicate data entry

Driver Payables—Pay your drivers accurately and on-time with rule-based processes that automate calculations and settlements while tracking payables as part of load costs in real time

Carrier Payables—Accurately create carrier accruals and process carrier expenses to match easily against invoices, reducing duplicate payments

Billing—Easy-to-use billing engine handles single order bills, master billing and user-defined, consolidated rating; process multiple bill-to transactions for a single invoice and supplementary billing for automated accessorials, such as detention. Invoice via paper, fax, email or EDI

Management Reports—Hundreds of flexible report templates simplify information gathering and analysis for better visibility and control

ADD MORE OPTIONS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS

Repair & Maintenance Module: Track work and invoices for internal equipment, owner-operators and outside customers; single location or multiple-shop inventories

Fuel Tax: Track, pay and reconcile fuel purchase reporting state by state; capture state-border crossing odometer updates from certain GPS units

Fuel Cards: Import fuel purchase and card-use data directly from multiple card vendors for integration with settlements, billing and accounting

Are you ready to take your Intermodal operations to the next level?

Call TMW Systems today, 800-401-6682, or email solutions@tmwsystems.com

Many complementary technologies and data services are available to trucking organizations and in use in your business today. TMW partners with industry-leading suppliers to offer you greater functionality, quality and experience with various system integrations, from vehicle tracking and mobile communications to mileage and mapping, reporting, business intelligence and more.
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